Abstract-Nowadays, in a highly computerized system, people have tendency to have not expect privacy to be maintained and continue in its current form if individual control is required and monitored. Especially, in contemporary campaigns for higher office, the candidates often use mass media to deliver political message or having certain campaign developed by expert in the efficient use of providing personal information for the purpose of influencing the voters while some of them may be hidden or exploited by certain parties. Practically, it is impossible to have total control over personal information, once it has been collected and dispersed but it is possible to have privacy without control and vice versa. In election, huge amount of data is stored and transfer from multiple location to other numerous or single location to facilitate tabulation and calculation analysis. Thus, it is critical to conduct monitoring process to prevent crime such as theft, fraud and illegal use, to prevent unauthorized disclosure of confidential information, to comply with the obligation, law and regulation in avoiding discrimination, to maintain productivity and quality of service and to ensure integrity of the systems. This paper explores the election fraud and privacy related issues occurred during the election period in various countries to address the electoral integrity in Indonesia.
I. INTRODUCTION
Everybody has their own perception and definition on privacy concept of limitation and scope [1] though everybody almost in full agreement of its human right status and function its importance. This situation can bring the gaps between the necessity to ascertain in regulating privacy and citizen expectation and understanding of expressing their rights in election. Fail to do so; it can lead to public distrust towards the capability of government to accommodate the citizens' needs. Thus, the minimal requirement can provide the better adjustment to cater privacy needs of citizens in the form of principles. The adoption of best practice and considerable communication of respected law would define the supported model to implement comprehensive and effective direction, good readiness and performance as well as strong agreement. Essentially, the issue of proportionality in enforcement linked to the process of adoption and communication. The aim to ensure that available resources for enforcement should be proportionately use or utilize through time and cost so the actions or entities can avoid creating damage and avoid the failure lead to negative impact for social, economy and politic. Rule-makers must have consistency and fairly in applying and enforcing regulations by having intention to solve the arisen issues. Meanwhile, the high accessibility is offered by legal system to judicial procedure can support the monitoring process and refinement. For example, critical supervision and observation by judiciary can evaluate the quality of subordinate in performing their duty and responsibility properly. Actually, the probability of electoral fraud might be difficult to be avoided because measuring loyalty and assuring trust is not an easy task. Thus, individual verifiability is crucial to raise continuous support from citizen especially for the new-implemented system [2] . On the other hand, the increasing population in electoral district may alleviate the effective communication between candidates and citizen about several campaign issues. Actually, there is large gap between theory and practice as the cause of political agenda in which remain changes over time as the conflict between right and responsibility take place in the policy making [6] . The citizen's support in electoral reform usually is formed by their involvement with specific parties wherein the positive or negative implication became the primary consideration [7] . This study investigates the potential issues, which might occur in the implementation of e-voting by using Indonesia as the case study with the motivation to present comprehensive information and anticipation strategy for eliminating election fraud from literature review of many countries, which has similar attribute with Indonesia election.
II. DEMOGRAPHIC FACTOR CONSIDERATION
The current trend of technology product became sustainable and stable concurrently although depend more on its competitive advantages. Consumption is the main source of the economic development of Indonesia, even in the crisis situation where investment difficult to reach, which has estimation approximately 10 trillion rupiahs each day based on Indonesia recapitalize securities 2009's reports. It might give the benefit in the economic growth factor, liquidity or marketing advantages but it inflicted loss in the ecological effect, moral value and world-oriented paradigms. The terminology of 'what I want' is better to depict this trend compare to 'what I need'. According to BPS (Central Statistic Bureau) in 2009, Indonesia's monthly average household expenditure per capita around 500.000 rupiahs. With more than 250 million people, Indonesian families are estimated to spend around 125 trillion rupiahs per month for household expenditure [21] while there is around 400 trillion rupiahs credit issued by all commercial banks per months. It is indicated that around 70% of our gross domestic product (GDP) is sustained by domestic consumption. A sense of prestige (lifestyle) as a socio-economic drive among middle class and the "new rich" in China, India, Indonesia and other emerging markets inspired by the spirit of Western consumerism and secularism is the third to be mentioned among variables that encourage highly consumptive behavior. The pursuit of worldly gain is now commonly idealized as the key to preserve both individual and societal well being in this era of globalization.
As technology changes and information utilization spread vastly, the definition of technology literacy become richer and more complex with merely to knowing how to program code or working with office application. By definition of accessibility of information, APJII [5] as the association of Internet service agency cooperates with BPS reported that email (sending and receiving) with 95.75% as the number one purpose of utilization, then Internet use for browsing information/news with 78.49%, thirdly to look for product/service (77.81%), fourthly to tender and information from government institution (65.07%), fifthly for both customer service and social media (61.23%), sixthly to taking orders/advertising of product/service (55.07%) and Internet Banking (47.26%). The latest findings by APJII were different compared with the previous one because it broadens the scope of survey by included industry, office, service provider and personal use. Besides that, the computer use by industry showed positive trend with 75% manufacturing sector utilize computer for their business lifecycle, followed by hotel as service provider with 74.59% and restaurant with 68.92%. Interestingly, the high of Internet penetration in province, North Sulawesi showed 100%, followed by West Kalimantan (94.12%) and Jakarta (90.83), while the lowest is North Maluku (40%) wherein 80% respondent use fixed broadband, 21.5% use narrowband and 6.58% use mobile broadband. As the whole, based on trend exploration of Internet penetration in 2013 showed 28% from total population of 248 million Indonesia, which reached 71.19 million users in both village and cities with 13% development from 2012 with 63 million users. However, on CIA's report on 2012, Internet host in Indonesia as the indicator of Internet connectivity only showed 1,344,000 indicated that only a few computers in Indonesia connected directly to Internet. For mobile phone users, based on Indonesian Minister of Information talks quoted by UGM, interestingly mentioned 270 million handphone users, which concisely indicated the rate of ownership is more than Indonesia population, especially Jakarta with ratio of 1.8 phones comparison. From other source, which is the world factbook of CIA showed 281,960,000 mobile cellular users in Indonesia for the main telephone line use, Indonesia only has 37,983,000 millions. Previously, Antara has reported with 180 million numbers has been purchased until June 2010 wherein 95% use prepaid service with total income reached 100 trillion rupiahs [5] . The comparison result indicated a drastic increase in 5 years only, with huge development and investment from service provider around 2 billion rupiahs per year to create 100,000 BTS around Indonesia territory to bring customer satisfaction.
III. ELECTION FRAUD PRACTICE

A. Vote Transaction and Trading
There are the common phenomena called voting transaction and voting trading that differs in term of quantity of vote content and ballots involves, which comprises of vote buying define as before election take place and vote selling define as vice versa. Even though, such an offer with money or other service from candidate may not carry the same meanings with the voters as the recipients while the enforcement for this act is extremely difficult due to certain circumstances. Recent research by Schaffer [3] on electoral politics in Bataan province of the Philippines found that vote transaction is no longer can be understood as an economic transaction between those who sell their freedom and those who buy their trust. Actually, there is an ambiguity to define the exact vote transaction and trading in which legal have difficulty to distinguish certain activities to be classified as criminal or campaign. Commonly, in offering money, goods or service, candidature as the givers selectively have three expectation from the individual or institution that receive, which are recipient to vote with particular reason, or not to vote for certain reason, or to vote particular candidate. In addition, the kind of compliance comprises instrumental, normative and coercive, as the approach to manipulate electoral behavior through certain strategy. For instrumental approach which occasionally become the tradition, candidate offer conditional rewards such as monitoring aggregate turnout of villages by giving material incentives (e.g. Taiwan, Thailand, Senegal, India), and prevention to casting ballots by paying voters to abstain or through hiring bus for recreation or disqualifying voters through dipping with ink (e.g. Guyana, rural New York, Maryland, Philippines, Mexico, Venezuela) [19] .
The strategy used for normative approach called as indirect vote buying has an objective to generate the belief that candidate is good or worthy such as giving wages, salary, gift or allowance for specific service from the potential voters like distributing memo, hanging posters, delivering messages, pollwatching and many more that many countries allow this approach like Japan, Portugal, Argentina, Indonesia, Philippines, etc. Another strategy is coercion approach to instill the recipient the personal obligation to vote specific candidate through respected member in community, intermediaries (brokers) to whom recipient feel bonds of personal accountability or force the individual using syndicate like in Italy [4] . Currently, based on actual information from various mass media in Indonesia [5] stated that many candidatures from legislative election have done money politics by giving donation, charity, allowance and subsidy with high hopes that voters in respective village or organization casting votes for them. Unfortunately, when the result showed that they fail to reach quota, they ask the masjid, citizen, organization to return their money or gift, even blockade their contribution like street or road to help citizen there. Meanwhile, the parliamentary threshold in legislative election has the high possibilities to have vote selling to obtain one of seat from the other candidature when the votes owned by failure candidature have been sold to other candidature to reach the sufficient limit to have one complete seat. In designing voting procedures, it should ensure that election outcomes reflect the will of the electorate, rather than the wallets of interest groups because the use of voting as collective decision inevitably brings the high possibility of vote transaction [8] . The reform attempt of voting procedure by accommodating the secrecy of the ballot and privacy of voters as the strategy to avoid vote transaction and trading occurred.
B. Disenfranchisement
In some countries there is the legal system that restricts, prevents or removes the right to vote based on certain criteria towards person or group of people called disfranchisement that have attribute of discriminatory. Arguably, the practices was accommodated by the regulation might be due to result of criminal conviction, disability, military member, socio-culture, political alienation, gender, races, location area, etc. Based on sentencing project [5] , a striking 5.85 million Americans are prohibited from voting due to law that disenfranchise citizens convicted of felony offenses. The report added although reform efforts have been substantially in the recent years, the overall result rate has increased dramatically with the growing US prison population from 1.17 million in 1976. As a matter a fact, 35 states prohibit persons on parole from voting, 31 of these states exclude persons on probation as well and 4 states in US deny the right to vote to all persons with felony convictions, even after they have completed their sentences, while the restoration process are so cumbersome that relatively few persons are able to take advantage of them [5] . The impact of this policy became racially disparate considered the historical background of the person through generation. The process of similar disenfranchisement can be occurred without legal basis due to incoordination or mismanagement deliberately or unintentionally such as the execution time frame runs out such as in Hong Kong whereby majority labors could not vote because the approval time from authority had dismissed while the voters are not aware of the respected schedule. Besides that, other case in Jakarta prisoner illustrated how bad the coordination between electoral institution which created the panic when there is no remaining ballot anymore, so half of custody, 156 out of 267 could not casting a vote [5] . Further, complicated or cumbersome administration to have the right to vote in different location became another reason when the voters prefer to not vote. Actually, eligible voters who are move can have A5 form to be registered in the respected TPS close to their address by bringing KTP but in assessment, many of them fail to do so because urgency or rush activities. Meanwhile, the health reason also become another obstacle such as asylum patients or even the right to be voted such as case of former president Abdurrahman Wahid, although through complete doctor recommendation the right to vote can be reinstated. Interestingly, previous research by Asia Foundation report [9] based on 30 in-depth interview and three focus groups stated that average Indonesia remain fairly uncertain of the meaning of democracy while the national mood is rather pessimistic with discontented with the direction of country and the work of government. To avoid the abuse of disfranchisement, the legislative must evaluate the restrictions thoroughly, or added some mechanism to prevent misappropriation by accommodating component involve in the election like exclusion administration, partisans' demobilization clausal, disciplinary reaction and judicial reviews to compare the content with the principles [3] .
C. Voters' Data Manipulation
In general, the voters' data can be divided into three types which are firstly, identity data that mostly consists of demographic and historical data, secondly, vote content data that tell on voter's choice of candidate or party either valid or void and lastly voters' preference data that mentioned the data of how voters casting a votes such as waiting time, polling place, method to choose, etc. To some extent, the voters' data manipulation can involved the vote transaction or trading with certain agreement between players, therefore, the official can exercise this electoral fraud due certain circumstances or interest such as ideology or command. One way of doing voter's data manipulation regarding the demographic by moving a large number of voters into the electorate prior to an election, for example by temporarily assigning them certain empty land or lodging them into flophouse with minimal service. To prevent this, many countries stipulate rules, which require voter living in the area of polls for certain period before election in order to be eligible to vote. Another strategy is to relocate number of supporter into specific area through transmigration or housing project owned by non-governmental organization to signify that these groups of people are part of community. If those kind of people are likely to vote for certain candidates, then the related parties can manage their spread to specific location to increase marginal electorates and voter turnout. There is an indication of manipulation by Malaysian immigration when they give voting right to neighboring immigrant through citizenship by facilitating IC easily in Sabah [10] . By making the election process completely transparent and participative to voters, from nomination and budgeting of candidates until tabulation process is one step closer to prevent fraud [11] . Based on article 23 UU 39/1999 about Human Rights stated that: "Everyone is free to choose and have political beliefs", while on article 43 from same statute assert the election principle refer to Indonesia Constitutional 1945 that: "Every citizen has the right to choose and vote in elections based on equality through direct voting, general, free, confidential, honest and fair in accordance with the provisions of the legislation".
D. Voters Suppression
The tactics of voter suppression can range from minor dirty tricks that make voting place and condition become inconvenient, up to blatantly illegal activities that intimidate prospective voters mentally and physically. This type of electoral fraud is targeting traditional voters on certain race, ethnic, color, belief or location by imposing a series of literacy tests, poll taxes, religious symbol, culture tradition and even thuggish poll workers to block them from casting a ballot. The modern methods of voter suppression become subtler by employing legal means to affect voter turnout so it become more difficult to detect its intention [12] such as slow administration process. The incident occurred between Democrat and Republican supporter in Presidential Election 2004, such as charges of long-line orchestrated by Republican to suppress the minority vote, charges of criminal damage property of slashing tires by Democrat on morning day of election, spread misinformation about date of election and polling places, distribution of intimidation material to the volunteers, harassment by asking voting preferences in polling places and coordinated violence during campaign [13] . The intimidation can be in the form of verbal or physical confrontation by person dressed as official, physical intimidation like looking or standing close to the voters when they cast vote, misleading or threatening pamphlet and brochure, vandalism of polling place, photographing or videotape the process of election [14] . Other new techniques is voter caging wherein supporters giving false information about list of voters who change their address before election take place after confirming to them through email or letter but with marked "do not forward". However, it is important to define the illegal activities under voter suppression theme, because the overlapping issue, limitation or lack of awareness from voters, it has the importance to encourage the court prosecutes this type of electoral fraud.
E. Ballot Tracking
Voting by mail has increasingly become the choice for Washington voters in 2006, with 93% of the ballots were cast by mail for primary election and 89% for general election since permanent absentee voting was authorized in 1991 [15] . The automated system in which integrated current voter registration and ballot tabulation systems take ballot processing to be more accurate and efficient. It allows the auditor to create number of checkpoints for tracking purposes. It also have capability to determine the type of ballot formats sent to voters, the time of ballots are mailed and received, the authenticity of signatures and integrity of ballots whether they have been separated from the outer envelope or not. In reality, there is great risk for this trend, which can damage to the greater extent to the privacy, especially in this current time, mostly the database and tabulation in the election systems are connected each other, which could compromise voter identity, vote's content and vote preferences despite using unique identifiers [16] . Contradictory, the government and relevant organization encourage the citizen to have confidence and put trust to this shiny new trend to increase voters' participation despite certain issues for example, persons who vote by email prior to election but died later or new information that might change voters' preference. Further, Harris [16] mentioned consideration in Australian ballot system that occurred in some places such as numbering system for the purposes comparing the total of ballots casted against the total of voters who participated in the election and the authenticity of ballots. By having ballot numbers printed on perforated stubs if detached from the ballot can retain safeguards and preserve privacy. However, if numbered stubs are not detached or unique ballot numbers are printed in the form of bar codes, data blocs or non-visible inks, there is high chance of privacy becomes exploitable by vendors or government officials. So with the use of computer databases, encryption and biometric that official claimed cannot connect voted ballot to the voters identity but it is a parsed truth which conveys false impression because through understanding the channel or transportation routes, identification mechanism for decryption key or copying file before merging or through official compromise the rules can disclose the personal information massively and instantaneous. However, the suspicious remained for the use of ballot tracking in Indonesian election located in foreign country because there is a lack of representative in every state to validate the integrity.
F. Ballot Stuffing
The right to vote for each individual is permitted only one vote in one occasion, therefore, there are certain individual submit multiple ballots that violate this principle categorized as ballot stuffing. It can take two forms, which are a ballot stuffer casts vote on behalf of people who did not show up to the polls or impersonating the eligible voters in different location through fake identity known as telegraphing and other one wherein somebody casting the votes for the person who are long dead known as padding. Detection of this fraud depends on how good the system keep record the process in chronological order. Most election systems compare and check the number of persons showing up to vote with the number of ballots casted either through invitation letter or authorization number. It became the classic issues of Indonesia election through the years, whereby the verification and validation of regular voters list still problematic. Other mass media reported this type of electoral fraud in Indonesia, when impersonated person try to casting a vote multiple times by using other voters identity in Lampung while in South Nias, they use the dead people identity to vote [5] . Further, the lack of tight identification process gives a chance for person under age to impersonating his siblings or other family member to casting a vote unless the face known to the committee member in the location. If the regulation underestimate these issues can have impact in the cumulative process, at least disrupt the fairness of election. Meanwhile, systematic plan by coordinating member of related organization also can exploit the validity of election through official involvement in the ballot stuffing. It can be used coercion or authority towards party representative and witnesses. Other strategy through inconvenience execution to reduce the focus and concentration the person involves with voting booth in inappropriate place or election held of schedule [17] . The issue of electoral fraud can be eliminated if the legislative objective creates the regulation to invalidate fraudulent election.
G. Deceptive Practice
Certain political groups and lone individuals might step clandestinely with spreading misleads information about electoral timetable, polling site or governance, identification procedure, voters eligibility and voting methods. The common form used is flyers posted in the wall or through massive email or messages to the voters. The objective of these tactics is to obscure information towards specific minorities, elders and disabled in the neighborhood to deceive them to not come to the polls [14] . For example, those flyers might announce to voters that due to heavy voter registration, the polling sites will be changed or they might inform incorrect warning that police officers who guard polling sites also look for individuals with high number of speeding tickets. It was reported that some deceptive practice under such situation occurred before the polls closed on Election Day, like robocalls to specific voters with false information, fake online messages circulated in social media and fake result, which show certain candidate had already won the election [18] . Therefore, the result of quick count in Indonesia election also can be used to deceive voters' decision by utilizing the different standard time zone [14] . The illiteracy in computer or legal might be the key aspect, which bring the deceptive practice to its highest score. Meanwhile, the desperation to win can allow the deceptive practice to extreme level in the form of vandalism, destruction or intimidation.
IV. DEFINING, MEASURING AND DETECTING FRAUD
The definitions and attribute of election fraud can be difficult to state because of various factor such as educational background, economic status, labor market, political conditions and population movement [17] . Thus, one vital approach to define the election fraud could be based on the prediction of negative consequences, which may occur when certain activities take places. Another approach can be through the examination of election and normative principles of certain country for the consideration. If fraud gives a problem, the responsible body should be able to look and provide the election evidence from legal perspective. Thus, the type of fraud and the number of time in which it appears in election, the kind of person who perform such fraud and the reason behind it [22] . Consider the increasing number of ballot initiative in Indonesian province and the role that they can have to preserve political agenda; the understanding on these four attributes can be critical to evaluate e-voting as the direct representative of democracy and to measure the effectiveness of certain approach to prevent potential fraud which may appear. However, it will be difficult to detect election fraud, especially to differentiate sporadic and systematic attempt to manipulate the election result with mere anomalies, irregularities and incident in which completely unintentional.
The baseline to detect fraud requires transparent process and high-connected network in every province and state; so the monitoring process can be real-time and location-based, even though it is really expensive compare to the cost of fraud activity [23] . Thus, addressing the election fairness requires the in depth investigation in the society to understand their hope and expectation in deciding the election outcomes follow at least the minimum requirement.
The view of electoral fraud can be defined differently for same electoral reform because of culture, political condition, custom, paradigm or social norm. For example, Estonia conducts elections using the Internet in which mostly scholar from US assume that approach as the political agenda to perform election fraud as [22] the implication of great number cyber crimes. In addition, India use electronic machine for voting to reduce voter suppression practice in which many armed soldier or gunmen intimidate the voters. Even though, the machine that was used is quite similar with the equipment in the US, but the activist and number of voters accuse them as the primary channel of election fraud in which certain hacker or illegitimate access can manipulate the result. In short, many allegations of fraud may not be clear defined through legal verdict but it can be measured through certain indication and can be detected based its context. Suspicious behavior through witnesses or video recorded may be the only evidence at the initial stage but really difficult to prove. In certain cases, the supposed fraud may be occurred because of administrative incapability, delay procedure or misconception between groups. Mistakenly, fraud claims often be addressed to the winning candidate, thus creating the doubt on the society on its authenticity or just the weeping of sore loser.
V. CONCLUSION
In general, the developed and developing countries have different views in defining the importance of privacy, though same agreement on privacy as human right. The lack of concern to implement personal data protection act in developing country has added more problems. Majority public often look privacy as the secondary priority in which the privacy concern becomes the communal interest only. Government and organization also have bad approach and policy in providing privacy service to the users. Thus, the government should raise the public awareness to improve their understanding the importance of privacy and maintain the public trust so the enacted regulation can be enforced accordingly. Users not only have to customize their information attribute through decisions on what data should be hidden but they have to manage their technological use to ensure the system does not reveal their personal information beyond their desired limit or accidentally [20] . By having less number of personal contacts in their pocket, their ability to communicate with their constituent will depend on mass media as the center to deliver their political messages and campaign's mission [24] . Then, the government can use the legal to define specific responsibility and values in which are accepted in the society to manage and control the election process in easy and efficient approach.
